Fig. 6.2 Exploded view of parts list for alternator and engine assemblies of 4000 and 6800 series
Fig. 6.3 Exploded view of muffler system and frame assembly for 6800SDE and of fuel tank and air cleaner assemblies for 4000 and 6800 series.
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248 (Type B fuel coke assembly)
Parts Store - 170F 178F 186F Diesel Engine Parts Generator Spare Parts

We only carry and sell high quality after market parts for generators. Parts and assembly quality control make huge difference in generator quality. Many parts, diesel motors and generator heads look the same, but you have no idea of what parts are installed inside. Our mission is to design and make industrial grade products for customers. Most of our customers are commercial users, e.g., drivers, contractors, farmers and builders. The typical span life of our diesel motor is 3000 hours and up to 5000 hours if customer maintains it routinely and properly. Our generator still rocks after years of use. Many cheap generators with low quality parts are being sold in the market, that are designed for use during hurricane and snowstorm seasons. They can work a couple of weeks or even hours and then get big problem such as breakdown of diesel motor and burnt-up of generator head.

Be aware of low quality parts sold by others. If you are a commercial user, our high quality parts are strongly recommended.

We carry many parts you need for your portable diesel generator driven by either 178F/E or 186F/E/AE engine. Some selected parts from our stock are listed below. For your convenience, please refer to Exploded View of Parts List and Complete Parts List. Before you make a call with us, please make sure what type of engine is installed in your generator. You can identify your engine type by looking close at your fuel injection pump with characters either 86 or 70/78 marked on. You can also identify from EPA Sticker pasted somewhere in your generator. You can also refer to the following sample generator models List for help. If you have a problem with identifying your engine, please just give us your brand name and model, we help you find out. Parts can be ordered by calling or faxing E-Z Power Tools at the numbers provided below:

Direct: 678-298-7816
Fax: 678-819-2816

Sample Models Powered by 186F Diesel Engine:

PACIFIC EQUIPMENT PG-7500, PQDE6500, SUNTOM SDE6500E, SDE6500T, SDE6700T, SDG5500S, TITAN TG-7500D, TAHOEE TI7000LXR, UNITED POWER UP6500LE, UP7500WLE, UNITED POWER SYSTEMS UPD6500.

Sample Models Powered by 178F Diesel Engine:


Our spare parts cover portable diesel generators manufactured by the following Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) in China, whose products retain at least 95% market share of China-made portable diesel generators sold in North America. You can identify the OEMs on the EPA stickers of portable diesel generators. A few companies of North America themselves have conducted EPA & CSA certification for one-cylinder head 170F, 178F and/or 186F diesel motors. However, they have not made and assembled portable diesel generators themselves at all. Their suppliers lie in one or more than one of the following OEMs.

If you need spare parts for China-made water-cooled diesel generators, please first identify the OEM on the EPA sticker or Name Card no matter whatever brand diesel motor is applied with your generator, e.g., Chinese Brands Huafeng, Lovol, Weichai, Yangdong, Laidong, Shangchai, Yuchai & Chaochai and Foreign Brands Deutz, Cummins, Perkins, Caterpillar & New Holland, we then help you outsource the original parts suppliers in China with high quality at fair cost.

OEMs List for 170F, 178F & 186F Diesel Motors in China:

China Lutian Machinery Co.,Ltd.
China Tianjie Group Co., Ltd.
Chongqing Tuopu Diesel Engine Factory
Fujian Fuzhou D & J Power Co.,Ltd.
Fujian Fuzhou Dimin Machinery Co.,Ltd.
Fujian Fuzhou Golden Flying Fish Diesel Engine Co.,Ltd
Fujian Fuzhou Hailin Machinery Co.,Ltd.
Fujian Fuzhou Hua Bo M & E Co.,Ltd.
Fujian Fuzhou Huacen Power Co.,Ltd.
Fujian Fuzhou JLT Power & Engine Machinery Factory
Fujian Fuzhou Kapur Power Equipment Co.,Ltd.
Fujian Fuzhou Launtop M & E Co., Ltd.
Fujian Fuzhou Leading Co., Ltd.
Fujian Fuzhou Lingli Power Co., Ltd.
Fujian Fuzhou Sunshine machine Co.,Ltd
Fujian Fuzhou Suntom Power Machinery Co., Ltd
Fujian Fuzhou United Power Equipment Co., Ltd.
Fujian koso Power Co. , Ltd.
Fujian LEGA Power Equipments Co., Ltd
Jiangsu Suzhou ERMA Machinery Co., Ltd.